
ERITREA IN 2016;

Who can trust the Mafiosi gangsters in Asmara after 25 years of mischievious 
mismangement of the Country Eritrea?

There are hundreds of incidents that we can recall when PFDJ lies are obvious and 
baseless acusations and blackmail people who oppose their illegal activities. The 
acusations did start in the early stages of the Front when it has lied against the 
Democrtic students in 1973 like Mussie T/Michael, weizerit Aberash Melke, 
Yohannes Sebahtu,Habte Kidane and all 35 ex University students.The only Crime 
they did was that they wanted to limit the excess powers of the ever Dictator Issayas 
Afewerki ; even at that period of time he wanted every power in his hands. The tragic
situation that followed should have been stopped by all the fighters to curve his 
already gained popularity and should have said enough is enough in Unity. Who can 
tell what was in the minds of the majority when he created none existing regional 
differences among them while he was playing for his own means for final end. 
THINGS HAVE NEVER BEEN THAT BAD DURING THE COLONIAL ERA , AS
IT IS WORSENNED NOW UNDER PFDJ's RULE..

What should be done to get rid this Curse of a nation in the POST ISSAYAS 
AFEWRKI''s Eritrea?



Trust Building among the political elite (opposition) and the people of Eritrea: Trust 
Building is the fundamental requirement for Reconciliation and Unity of the Forces 
for Justice Seeking.

Dr Russom Mesfin has written the following in his facebook page; based on the 
meeting in Frankfurt organized by EPDP. { The theme was "Building Trust," an issue
that seems to have eluded our opposition groups. This was just the right platform to 
make the case, to share in an open, respectful and professional fashion on how to 
bring about a sense of trust in the Eritreosphere.

Offerings on the program included: Reconciliation, Eritrean Social & Cultural 
Values, Role of Media in Trust Building, Conflict Resolution, Eritrean Refugee 
Influx and Resolution, and Why Mistrust Persists in the Eritrean Opposition.

What was perhaps the most useful part of the conference was not that it presented a 
lineup of Eritreans of various political persuasions, but that the entire event was 
conducted in spirited and frank conversations, all intended to advance the nation’s 
opposition agenda.

Participants and guest speakers delved in each of the items on the menu, as both sides
had ample opportunities to examine theories and suggestions as well as new and not-
so-new ideas.

The gathering was attended by opposition leaders, civic organizations, media, local 
and national European reps as well as Eritrean scholars.

In a bristling speech directly aimed at the PFDJ, Eritrean People's Democratic Party 
(EPDP) chairman Mengsteab Asmerom took to task the regime in Asmara for a 
catalogue of crimes against the Eritrean people.

After all was said and done, attendees left the Frankfurt Conference feeling “hopeful 
and recharged.”}



Abune Antenious the legaly ordained Patriarch of the Eritrean Orthodox church.

 

Sactism and his revalation is an interesting episode of espionage in the primitive 
Eritrean sypy agents secret work. When I was in Asmara high school, I was buying a
USA secret agents magazines and pyschology magazines cheaply sold in the market 
called shuk.This was the haydays of Asmara with the roaring noisy US Marines 
based at Kagnew station and Track C quarters.There was also a soap film series 
called the Fugitive in the late sixties in the Ethiopian Television film series. These 
where the most entertaining things during my Youth period before I turned to the 
books of revolution and progressive leftist articles and MAO and other Eastern or 
Oreantal books. For the period between 60-70ties, these books were the most 
sensitional and educating books. 
Sactism has been telling us the work of Yiftahe Dimetros, like of which his father 
was the leader of the Unionist party that helped Ethiopia manupilate the Federation to
collapse and entangle Eritrea as one of the provinces of Ethiopia. As it was told to us 
as kids is Melake Selam Dimetros was a bastard from two celebatisats ( A Gojame 
Monk and a non from Northern Ethiopia, a family of W/ro Medhin Berad, the grand 
lady who brought our President; the grand grand son of Kahsay Miche of Tembean). 
Yiftahe Dimetros was also the then Ambassador of Ethiopia in Israel under the rule 
of Military junta, DERG..... of MENGSTU HAILEMARIAM. He somehow 
manuepilated a case against the Humble and Humilated server of God, the Patriarch 
Abune Antenios, who refused to be involved in wordly crimes as Mr Jeftahe he who 
served a dictator and commited crimes against Humanity as reported by the 
commission of Inquiry(COI).

Time for Self Reflection and Repentence:



No one would expect the PFDJ leaders to show Self reflection and Repentence, 
but you have to wait and see  at the end when they will tell the Eritrean People 
that they did't know that such herendous Crimes were comited!

It is time we should concentrate on issues that can bring us closer and to wards Unity 
and we should learn from the past unwanted differences and stay divided due to 
simple lack of Trus and eventually Mistrust among leaders and individuals who are 
key players in building Trust among the different groups in the diaspora.

Eternal Glory to our Martyrs

T.Yitbarek

Notes:
 Eritrea accused of staging false apology from imprisoned patriarch
Reported by COI commission of Inquiry
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